17th September 2021

I hope that you and your families had a safe and enjoyable summer. I am excited to welcome everyone back and I
hope that you are looking forward to the year as much as we are! It has been wonderful to see our pupils back at
school, going to different lessons and socialising with their friends. I would like to start the year by congratulating all
of our year 11s who achieved 14 GCSEs along with a range of functional skills and entry level awards. We hope that
you will come back and visit us to share your new experiences. We are all very proud of you. We are hoping to
remain teaching without having to go into bubbles and I would ask for your help in making this happen. Wherever
possible, do not mix with anyone who is COVID 19 positive, make sure that you take extra precautions when going
out (wash your hands regularly, make sure areas are well ventilated and wear a mask in public areas.) Make sure
that you eat a balanced diet, take plenty of exercise in the fresh air and sunshine. It is wonderful to chat to parents
who collect their children from school, however, I hope to speak to more of you throughout the year at different
events. If you would like to have a chat, please do pop in and see me. Mrs Morris (Acting Head of School).

Beech
Beech Class have settled in well
and are enjoying lots of new
learning opportunities. We
celebrated Roald Dahl Day. We
talked about our favourite Roald
Dahl stories and characters and
used lots of describing words to
describe the story of ‘Fantastic Mr
Fox’. We made fox masks to
practice our painting and sticking
skills.

because he is funny and smart.
Keith: I like ‘The BFG’ and
‘Fantastic Mr Fox’. I have seen the
films and I know the stories.
Rodney: My favourite Roald Dahl
story is ‘Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory’. I like Willy Wonka – he is
funny.
Bradley: My favourite Roald Dahl
story is ‘Fantastic Mr Fox’. I like the
fox and his family. I don’t like the
bad farmers as they are mean
Ben: My favourite Roald Dahl
and disgusting.
story is ‘Fantastic Mr Fox’. We
Reece: I like the
made fox masks. I like Mr Fox –
story ‘Matilda’ about a girl that can do magic.
he is clever.
Alfie: I enjoy ‘Fantastic Mr Fox’ – I like the fox as he is
Qasim: My favourite Roald Dahl story is ‘Charlie and the intelligent.
Chocolate Factory’. We are reading ‘Fantastic Mr
Ray: My favourite Roald Dahl book is ‘Charlie and the
Fox’. There are three horrible farmers.
Chocolate Factory’. My favourite character is Charlie
Kaschan: I like ‘Fantastic Mr Fox’. We used orange paint Bucket. I like him because he is funny.
to make our own fox masks.
Kalen: I like ‘Charlie and the Chocolate Factory’. I have
John-Paul: I like that we are reading and watching
seen the movie and I like the book too.
‘Fantastic Mr Fox’. It’s a great story. I like the fox

Acer
Acer Class welcomed some new friends this term. We are very happy to have Owyn,
Aaron and Alfie in Acer Class.
In cooking this week, Acer Class made chocolate chip cookies with a partner. We went to
the cookery room and thought about how to keep safe in the cookery room.
Lolu: I made chocolate chip cookies. Mixing in the bowl. Share with Mum and Dad.
Alfie: I give my cookies a c+. I used cookie dough and put water in it. I put lots of flour in to make it stick together.
Owyn: Owyn made cookies in the kitchen. I took them home in my bag.
Aaron: I put them in the oven. I had chocolate chip cookies. I like them.
Marcus: I tried washing up after making the cookies. I thought about using a rolling pin
to make the cookies, but I used my hands instead to roll them into balls.
Max: It’s good to make cookies. My Mum, Dad and sister were very happy to eat them.
Josh: They are yummy! We used a packet mix. It had chocolate chips in it.
Harry:

Elm
Elm Class took part in
their medieval
banquet and also
went on a scavenger
hunt. Great fun was
had by all.

because it looks like fun.
Tristan: I enjoyed the banquet, we had bacon, sausage
and toast!
Chibunna: I enjoyed finding the eggs and the banquet.
I liked making my crown, we added gems to make them
look like a real crown.
Naomi: I liked the dance, I made some music while Olli
Samuel: We found an and James hatched from the egg.
egg on the field. I
James: I like the banquet because it was all my
think there will be a
favourite food!
cat in the egg.
Oliver: I just liked finding the eggs, I like the orange one;
Adam: We did a scavenger hunt for 4 eggs; I liked the
that’s my favourite colour.
eggs Elm class’s egg was purple.
Ollie: I enjoyed being with all my primary friends.
Megan: I liked reading the start of ‘The Egg’ book

Ash
Ash class have loved being back at Forest School this
week. We rolled apples in sugar and toasted them over
the fire. When we finished we needed to put the fire out
with water. Forest school is our favourite lesson of the
week. Thank you Ms. Poll and Miss Williams.
Carter: Water for fire.
Olivia: The bowl. (Olivia mixed things in a bowl to make
a picture.)
Alex: Log, little swing.
Aneyk: Fire with Mrs. Foster.
Hamza: Apple and fire.

Cedar
We have been doing lots of maths work in Cedar this week
– the topic this term is place value, we have made a start
using base 10 to help us with our working out.
Chloe: In maths this week we have done base 10 in groups
with Mr Eden and Mrs Porter. I like doing maths in my new
class.
Abiah: In maths we have been using base 10 to see what
number we get and to help solve problems.
Kirsty: I enjoyed doing the base 10 worksheet from White
Rose, I enjoyed copying the pattern on my laptop. I like working with Chloe.
Oumar: I have enjoyed doing maths we have been using base 10 to help us.
Callum: We did base ten, it was interesting learning the Roman numerals, some of it was difficult but I done it!
Ethan: We have been counting Roman numerals, we have also been writing numbers in words to use as a word
bank in our maths books.
Kieran: I really enjoyed maths because we learnt about numbers, Roman numerals and how to partition a
number, I have been using base 10 to help me.
Bella: In Maths we were learning about base ten, it was hard for me but eventually I got it!
Rebecca: We have been learning partitioning numbers and Roman numerals. Partitioning numbers mean when
we solve problems using base 10.
Dawid: In Maths we have been learning how to use base 10.
Logan: We were making numbers using base ten, we also learnt how to spell numbers.

Maple
This week was started in a very exciting way for primary as we
started our new topic; Turrets and Tiaras by having our stunning
start. First of all, we came into class and were given an invitation
to the castle. We then got on with decorating crowns and shields.
Finally, the time arrived for us to go to the ‘castle’ where we were
greeted by a roaring fire, medieval music and a very hot Miss
Poulter with a trolley of cooked breakfast food! After we had
finished our delicious breakfast, Miss Langsman came in and told
us that there was some mysterious objects on the playground
and asked us to go and investigate. After searching we found four colourful eggs! We then
spent the rest of the day visiting each class to complete some work around our mystery eggs.
In Maple we completed a science experiment thinking about which materials are the best
insulators and then we made nests for our class egg. In Elm we created some beautiful egg
art. In Willow we made predictions about what we thought might hatch out of our egg. Finally, in Oak, we created a
dance showing an animal hatching out of an egg. What a great start to our new topic!
Kieran: I made a nest with Alex it was the best!
Ibrahim: I liked making my shield because it looks good!
Jerome: It was good. The one where you create your crown and your shield was
best. My breakfast was nice.
Kajetan: (I had) sausages, bacon, potato waffle, toast, orange juice. (it was)
yummy!
Alex: Making my nest using dead grass because it was soft.
Tyrese: On Monday we have the table and we eated.
My favourite was everything. I wasn’t even full up
though!
Riley: The nest was brilliant!
Alfie: I had bacon and some sausages and some
toast. It was yummy.
Larissa: In art we painted the egg using special ink.
Skye: We found an egg. I think it’s a dragon.
Aishah: I went breakfast pretending a castle. I ate sausages with no bacon. So, Miss
Poulter found a green egg! This is fun.

Palm
Palm have settled back into school really well, they have enjoyed spending time together
as a new form as well as reconnecting with friends from other forms, now that the social
bubbles have been dropped, at break time and in the dining hall.
The class have been sharing their interests and participating in getting to know you
activities. In horticulture they dug up a crate of potatoes from the beds, that had been
planted previously. In life skills they then washed, scrubbed and prepared the potatoes for
cooking in a microwave and vegetable steamer. The potatoes were yummy! The class then
washed their own plates etc and put them away.
Tammi: I rate me new school a 10/10 everyday. It feels good not
being in bubbles so far in my new school. I like seeing my new
friends I met this week. I feel happy to be here.
Alexis: I am happy to be back at school. I like horticulture
because I was doing the weeding.
Malachi: I’m back at school. I’m happy, I like ICT and PE in the Fitness Suite. I have done
horticulture, I have washed the vegetables we harvested. I feel happy, I am having fun,
I love playing with my friends and eating lunch with them in the hall.
Quintin: No more bubbles and seeing my friends was good. I was happy being with
Oskar and all my friends. I liked doing PE in the fitness suite.
Bradley: I enjoyed doing PE. I have enjoyed hanging out with my new friends and
eating with them. Coming back to school was so cool, I was happy and pleased.
Daniel: I’m back at school. I feel happy doing PE in the Fitness Suite, I like doing
horticulture, digging out the weeds. I was seeing my friends Maks and Malachi, we
played football, I was in goal.
Katie: I like maths, I like science. I like having lunch with my friends, it was good seeing
them. I had fun at school this week.
Tino: I love being back at school, really like sitting with my friends at lunch time, I was
having fun.
Maks: I like the new school. I understand now. I like break time.

Pine
This week Pine class have been learning about ‘Safe Strangers’.
Gabriel: A stranger is a person you don’t know. A stranger can be a bad
person and lure you in. They can be anyone in the world.
Grigoriy: I think a stranger is an untrusted adult and you must not accept
gifts from them because it will be dangerous.
Ashlee: A stranger is a random person in the street, it can be anyone. They
could take you away and you would never see your family again. You
must be careful when you talk to people you don’t know. A safe stranger is
my teacher and LSAs and doctors at the hospital.
Ben: Strangers are naughty people and they could take you away and

take your stuff.
Daniela: You should not talk to strangers. When my mum and my sister go out, they tell me not to open the door if
some body knocks. The stranger could cause violence. All strangers look different, they can be fat, thin, white,
black, man or woman. There are safe strangers and they are not your friends but they can help you. Policemen,
shop keepers, teachers, doctors and dentist are safe strangers.
Ewan: A stranger could be pretty much anyone in the world. There are some strangers you can trust such as the
postman, we call them safe strangers. Policemen protect people so they are safe strangers but some strangers
could be predators, that means they might want to harm you.
Allen: A stranger could be a bad person and you must call the police if they do something bad.

Willow
We have had a good couple of weeks settling back into Willow. We
ended our first week back by celebrating Roald Dahl Day. We
completed lots of fun activities focused around the story ‘Charlie and
the Chocolate Factory’. This week we started our new topic Turrets and
Tiaras and had a medieval banquet breakfast for our stunning start.
Robert: We found dragon eggs outside, I know it’s a dragon egg
because it is scaly.
Kaiden: We had potato waffles, toast , bacon and sausages. There was
music playing. The office came in and told us there were eggs outside.
All of our classes found an egg.
Max: Our banquet had music playing and there was a big fire. We went
outside and found eggs.
Summer: We went and found eggs outside, I think it is a dragon egg.
Jack: We went to the hall and we had our breakfast. Then we had to
find some eggs. I liked the dancing.
Jordan: We danced with our friends, I went outside and found a rainbow egg.
Kaleem: I found the egg in the grass.
Robin: My favourite thing was finding the egg, I found it in the sensory garden. I think it will hatch into a duck.
Hannah: I found the egg in the sensory garden. That day I had toast and sausages in the banquet. I built a nest
sing grass for our egg.
Courtney: I liked the breakfast and when the dragon laid eggs.
Ruby: My favourite part of the day was having breakfast. Now we are reading our book in English I think it is a
dinosaur egg.

Walnut
Walnut class have been reflecting on their first week class and getting to
know their peers in the class.
Amy: I enjoyed my first week back because I am in school. I like the routine
of school and being with my friends.
Jake: My favourite lesson so far has been ICT because we got to use a
computer. I am looking forward to using ICT in other lessons, for example
topic to research things.
Baron: I have enjoyed my first week back because it is fun to learn and be
able to play with my friends. I am looking forward to PE today.
Scarlett: I have enjoyed my first week back because I liked playing board games in our social skills lesson. My
favourite lesson so far has been English. I liked making the word bank for
the storm.
Harry: I have enjoyed my first week back because I got to know
everyone in my new class. My favourite lesson so far has been ICT
because I got to use the computer and it was really fun.
Mya: My favourite lesson so far has been maths because I feel confident
in it. I was able to help others in the class when they were stuck by
explaining how I worked things out. We watched ‘James and The Giant
Peach’ for Roald Dahl Day. The characters in the film were scary and
horrifying.
Mayson: I have enjoyed my first week because my favourite lesson so far
has been ICT because I can do lots of different smiley and sad face
emojis and IO like using the PCs.
Kyle: I have enjoyed my first week back. I like my new class and I feel
more grown up. I have enjoyed English as I was good at thinking of words
for the word bank to describe the storm. The film for Roald Dahl Day was
funny.
Lucas: I enjoyed Roald Dahl day because I like the ‘James and the Giant Peach’ story. I have also enjoyed
English writing about the storm.

Hazel
Hazel class have all settled into the new academic year with enthusiasm and
have enjoyed their learning this week. They have learned about safety in
science, recap numbers in maths, started to read ‘Romeo and Juliet’ in
English and the ever-popular basketball in PE.
Sohaib: It has been my first week back at school. I loved playing splat in
maths the other day it was really good fun. I am so happy we are out of
bubbles and I can play with other friends.
Alfie: I really enjoyed PE with Mr Kilcoyne; I have liked meeting some new
people this week.
Tamsin: The best thing I have enjoyed in the first week back is playing with
my friends and doing fun lessons, I did fun and exciting maths like splat the
rat.
Jasmin: I have really enjoyed dancing and PE this week. I enjoy dancing its my favourite subject.
Allan: I liked the PE lesson this week. I’m glad to be able to play football with my friends again, I missed playing
football with my friends.
Kade: I feel okay about being in Hazel class its not too bad and I have had fun in some lessons. The best thing so
far is science.
Oskar: I enjoyed PE lesson this week we did a cooper run and played basketball. Basket is my favourite sport.
Kyle: I enjoyed PE this week because we played basketball
Taylon: I have had a good week. I enjoyed playing basketball in PE.

Sycamore
This is an important year for Sycamore. As most of them are year
11 they will be working hard to achieve the best exam outcomes
they can in their last year at Grange.
Anna: I feel a bit nervous about all of the exams, but I am year
10 so I still have another year before I have to do it.
Skye: I am proud that I passed Functional Skills English this
summer. I feel nervous for taking my GCSE in English this year.
Chiara: I am proud of my English writing exam that I passed this
summer. I just need to do a bit better on the reading paper.
Kelsey: In art I have taken some pictures of plants and flowers to
use in our final piece. I will make mine into a poster using acrylic
paints.
April: I am proud that I passed 2 of the English exams, but I still

need to work hard on the reading paper.
Lex: I feel most confident in maths as I find maths easier than the other subjects.
RJ: I feel confident about doing English GCSE because it is important for life. I also feel confident with maths
because I am good with money.
Josiah: I am looking forward to doing my maths entry level paper.
Demaris: I feel quite confident taking my English and maths exams. I am more nervous about art and science
because I do not find them as easy.

Forest School
We have had an array of weather this week, everything from
the lovely sun to continuous rain. As it was the first week back,
all groups had access to every area in Forest School, these
included; the mud kitchen, our new arts area, tree swing,
digging and tree climbing, although if it was raining, we could
not climb the trees!
Ash: Ash had a wonderful time making their toffee apples on the
fire by coring the apple, cutting them, dipping them in sugar and cooking them over the fire.
They also really enjoyed seeing the steam that comes from the fire area once we have
extinguished the fire.
Willow: Willow had a very rainy day for their session so we donned our coats and wellies and got
stuck in! Our favorite part of the lesson was making nature decorations and putting up a tent.
Beech: As this was most of Beech’s first time at FS we explored all of the areas that can be used.
We all took part in an obstacle course that had a camo net crawl and stepping stones and also
worked together as a team to dig and prepare the big fire area ready for the next time it will be
used.

Oak
It’s been a wonderful week of learning in Oak this week. Our highlight had to be the
stunning start to our new topic of Turrets and Tiaras, which kicked off with a banquet
feast in the hall! We ate a delicious, cooked breakfast with our friends and listened to
some medieval music. We just couldn't believe it when Miss Langsman came in to tell us
she had found some mysterious eggs on the playground! There were 4 beautiful eggs,
one for each class. We enjoyed visiting each classroom for a topic themed activity;
music and movement for the hatching of the egg; experimenting and making
predictions about the best insulators to keep it warm for the egg to hatch; artistic ink
marbling representing the egg; predicting what type of animal could come out of such
mystical looking eggs. It was an exciting day and an excellent to start our new topic!
Amelia: It’s really magical, it has its own nest that we made. We looked outside for it.
Ashmit: Egg! Pink, yellow, purple, blue. An eye (peeking out).
Cody: I think it will be a turtle inside.
Dejon: (We found it) outside. Pink, blue and yellow.
Jeffrey: We found it in the tunnel in the playground. I think the egg will hatch and a chicken might come out.
Noah: I like the egg, I think it will hatch. I want it to be a pizza bird.
Ryan: I like the eggs colour and I love something else to want to do with the hatch egg. Lived the trees eggs. We
nest grass very good.
Steven: It’s got colours. It could be a dragon!
Toby: (Find the egg) outside. We looked. (signed) Hen.
Ugne: The egg needs to be warm because to be not cold. I think a dragon!

Quote of the Week

Notices

Diary Dates
McMillan Coffee Morning Cake Sale (if you would like your
child to purchase a cake please send them in with some
money). Cakes start at 20p.

Friday 24th September 2021

Harvest Festival Week

w/c 18th October 2021

Parents’ Evening

Tuesday 19th October 2021

Half Term

25th—29th October 2021

Pupils Return to School after Half Term

1st November 2021

